THE SCHISM
The First Two Plans for getting the Divorce. Wolsey,
who was still the master of English policy and, until the appear-
ance of Anne Boleyn, had been in full control of Henry, favoured
the idea of the divorce. He had no conception that the new
marriage contemplated was one with Anne Boleyn, for she had
been very secretive and Henry had copied her secrecy, though
he still remained very much afraid of Wolsey. Wolsey's idea
was that after the marriage with Catherine had been declared
annulled a new alliance should be formed by Henry's marriage
with the sister of the King of France, Francis I. In the year
1526 there remains to us one allusion to a divorce policy at
Rome, which refers almost certainly to Henry, but the first
overt act towards divorce was taken in 1527. On April 23 of
that year, the English national feast of St George, a great day
at court, Henry revealed his intention to the French Ambassador.
The first plan was to summon secretly a spiritual court,
consisting of the English prelates alone. This court should
declare the marriage null, and so strengthen Henry's case if an
appeal to Rome followed. The ground on which the marriage
was to be declared null was the fact that Catherine had nominally
been the wife of Henry's elder brother Arthur, who had died just
after his marriage. It was to be maintained that no sufficient
dispensation had been given by Rome for marrying a deceased
brother's wife, and that therefore no true canonical marriage
had taken place. Wolsey himself and the Archbishop of
Canterbury, the aged and saintly-Wareham, were to form the
court, and it was secretly summoned for Friday, May 17, 1527.
Catherine was to be told nothing about it, and to be presented
with the accomplished fact after the decision annulling her
marriage had been given.
This first secret plan broke down because Mendoza, the
representative of the Emperor Charles V in London, got wind
of it and communicated it to Catherine. Opposition from her
was now to be feared before a preliminary verdict could be
given, so the scheme was abandoned.
The second plan was to summon the whole English bench of
bishops and to have them pronounce publicly a unanimous
verdict in favour of the nullity of the marriage, not only through
lack of a sufficient dispensation after the original marriage
between Catherine and Prince Arthur, but also on the grounds
that marriage with a deceased brother's wife, being opposed to
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